TESTIMONIALS
What Meeting Planners say about working with Sheryl Roush...
I invited Sheryl Roush to coach the members of Speakers Guild USA helping them hone and craft their
messages. They were able to walk away from the Speak And Market Like a Pro speakers mini-retreat
with a speakers one-sheet that would attract the perfect speaking opportunities for each of them. She
also took the time to review their speaker websites and give the some suggestions for improving their sites.
Debra Simpson, San Diego Speakers Guild

Sheryl, you have a special talent for engaging the audience in an inclusive and relaxing way.
I've rarely seen a presenter connect with an audience in such a short time. It was quite impressive
to witness! I also appreciate the way in which you were able to tailor the presentation based on the
specific needs and requests you received from us in advance.
James F. Anderson, President & CEO, CalSAE

I thought your presentation was wonderful and you really connected with the women - no stirring in the
seats; they were quite captivated with you. And what I love about your speaking is that it's not about you it's all about serving the audience and providing them with the nuggets of truth. You definitely get a sense
of grace, encouragement, blessing, and an uplifting message. Your timing is great - you have a great
sense of humor.
Sandy Liarakos, Senior Events Supervisor, Sharp Womens' Health Symposium

While at Starwood Hotels & Resorts I had the pleasure of working with Sheryl for four years, and over 150
of the managers were wowed by her training prowess, which had a major impact on the organization.
We would recommend Sheryl to any other company, whether in the hospitality industry or not, as a trainer
and public speaker. Sheryl's professionalism and enthusiasm are infectious! Her training has helped bring
the management team of San Diego Zoo Global to another level altogether, and we look forward to each
new class she brings to our organization. I couldn't endorse her any stronger.
Tim Mulligan, Chief HR Officer, San Diego Zoo Global, Co-Author ROAR (crediting Sheryl’s training)

Working with Sheryl is a dream. She fulfills every customer service credo that exists- always going beyond
the expected to assist YOU in your planning. Her mind is a non-stop brainstorm of creative ideas that
add punch and pizzazz to any event - and all of this in addition to her own outstanding presentation
that will have your audience implementing ideas and taking action. Sheryl IS the WOW factor you've
been looking for!
Marcia Snow, President, Blue Feather Management
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